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FACTORY BUILT HOUSING

MODULARHOUSING SYSTEMS

COMPONENTS CREATE
A TRUE RIGID MODULAR
BUILDING SYSTEM

Pre‐fabricated housing components
promote greater systematic integration
of site construction by increasing their
modularity, flexibility, adaptability and
connectivity.

MHS Module Construction Methods
The accurately ascribed modular components of MHS
are instrumental in designing to solve construction
obstacles. The intention is in receiving the full potentiality
of a configuration. Most any application can be configured
to match the aluminum interface. Metric and inch
measurements are inherent to the systems design. These
options can be combined with any material and installation
technique utilized under previous technologies. For
instance wood framing can continue within the structure for
internal division. The system includes rather than excludes
to become appropriately adaptable.

Modular Movements
U.S. SYSTEM’S Modular Housing Systems is distinguished as a genuinely modular aluminum
framing system because it enables modularity with modular movements. The systemfacilitates
modularity with a simple tool box of components that concurrently supports a structures frame
while also affording access to the connections. An entire structure can be framed employing only
the selection of 7‐ sections. In addition, any existing materials, finishing’s, or connections can be
applied to the system.
Each dimension created produces a space‐frame that allows use along the surface area,
framing members, and within the ceiling. As MHS technology is utilized a complete envelope
is produced. This designates the entire space within the frame capable of use. Deadspace, a
harmful byproduct of conventional construction is no longer an issue. The structure functions
more efficiently as it offers more exploitable space. The accurately ascribed modularcomponents

Modular Movements

of MHS are instrumental in designing to solve construction obstacles.The intention is in receiving
The essence of the term modular has been lost by
conforming to the notion of a module design, exclusively.
The concept of modularity is far more resourceful and
belongs to a system of standardized components and
dimensions that work together to afford the builder and
designer alike, easy assembly, repair, and flexibility in
arrangement. Today’s modular home is understood by the
construction industry to be indistinguishable from a
conventionally built home. The few distinctions available
between modular homes and traditional frame homes tend
to be the box like dimensions that are finished in a factory
and connected on‐site. Truly, this characterizes little of the
ingenious flexibility and value offered by an actual modular
construction system.

the full potentiality of a configuration. Most any application can be configured to match the
aluminum interface. Metric and inch measurements are inherent to thesystems design. These
options can be combined with any material and installation technique utilized underprevious
technologies. For instance wood framing can continue within the structure for internal division.
The system includes rather than excludes to become appropriately adaptable.

Advantages of Modular Aluminum Construction MHS
Modular Housing Systems is a factory fabricated modular
aluminum component technology using quick‐connect
assembly andn standardized dimensions. US Systems MHS
presents a radically different situation from that of stud frame
construction. But its virtues are rooted not in new technology
but rather in the practical advantages of traditional post
and beam construction. MHS is essentially a traditional
post and beam system using simple rectilinear space
frame geometryand a bolted rather than nailed method of
assembly. It overcomes the limitations of using large heavy
specially crafted lumber ‐the limitations which compelled the invention of stud framing‐ through
the use of a light weight low cost recyclable material ‐aluminum‐ and precision engineered mass
produced modular components. It is a system which offers us the best of both worlds; the flexibility,
simplicity, and strength of traditional post and beam structures with the labor savings and efficient
economics of industrial production. It is the closest we have so far come to the ideal of a plug‐in

Advantages of Modular Aluminum Construction MHS
The panels contribute little to no addition to structural performance so their composition is
composed of materials that need no finishing, or can optionally be finished by conventional
house siding, surface mount veneer board, and painted plaster board sheathing. The profile slots
also readily accommodate modular window panels or composite panel walls can be framed to
accommodate more conventional windows of any shape. Roofing, supported by a simple roof
truss and extruded profile solid web truss rafters, can be either conventional or, more practically,
metal panel roofing. Flooring uses the same extruded solid web truss pieces as joists and can
employ any conventional flooring material.Additionally, the joists will also accommodate a clever
suspended panel ceiling system. Foundation systems can be conventional curtain, slab or piling
foundations typical of many post and beam structures.
The greatest feature of MHS is its demount ability ‐precisely the feature that stud frame
construction is lacking. With MHS one can freely and quickly disassemble, repair or modify, and
reassemble structures without causing any damage to the components and materials using little
more than a few hand tools. Combined with the virtues of modular space frame geometry, this

architecture.

affords the system a flexibility, capability, and economy impossible with stud frame construction.

MHS consists of a system of extruded aluminum profile posts and beams similar in nature to

The MHS building is a truly immortal structure ‐not because its basic materials are more resilient

those of T‐slot framing commonly employed in industrial automation. These are assembled in
simple box frames using a concealed bolt‐lock clamp which leaves the structure with a clean
appearance. This is supplemented by a bolt‐in‐place diagonal corner brace for multistorey
structures which are normally concealed within wall panels. The cladding system uses either
Structurally Insulated Panels or most any combination of other panel materials which slide into
the special grooves of the framing profiles.

but because all its components can be forever replaced as they wear out and its form can be
forever adapted to any use or need. Our ancestors knew what they were doing when they first
adopted post and beam construction. Before industrialization, people had to make most of the
things they needed with their own hands and all such work competed for time with the more
important priorities of producing food, caring for family, and preparing for seasonal changes. So
people were frugal with their time and labor.

Advantages of Modular Aluminum Construction MHS
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They built things to last, and in those days that didn’t mean

MHS improves upon these original virtues by taking

futilely trying to defy nature by making things impervious to

advantage of modern materials and industrial parts

wear and damage. It meant making sure whatever you made

fabrication. Traditional post and beam structures required

could berepaired, reused, adapted, and recycled perpetually.

a high level of skill to craft their key components which

The post and beam framing system achieved this capability

tended to be large and difficult for a single person to handle.

through its demount ability and modularity. By being able

This is what compelled the old tradition of community barn

to be readily taken apart, any individual component could

raisings, the components of these wide spanstructures

be replaced on demand without effecting the rest of the

being far too heavy for any individual farmer to handle

structure. By using a space frame where the loads were

alone. By using much lighter and stronger aluminum profiles

borne by the frame alone, weatherproof enclosure materials

fabricated by mass production, MHS eliminates the skill

could be easily replaced as they wore out and the structure adapted and expanded on demand,

overhead associated with fabricating lumber post and beam components and brings the mass of

since no walls were actually permanent. If you needed more room, you added more to the grid of

components suitable for a useful range of frame spans down to a level where an individual can

the frame. If the roles of some rooms changed, you could readily remove or add walls to change

easily handle them. Like it’s lumber predecessor, MHS still requires an increase in the length

the space for its new use. If you needed larger clear‐span rooms, you increased the length of

and mass of its beams as it increases in span. But because aluminum offers a higher strengthto‐

beams and posts around those rooms ‐though this had the caveat of increasing their mass greatly

weight ratio than lumber it doesn’t increase in required mass as fast as lumber does as required

as well when using wood. If situations forced you to move, the whole building could be readily

spans increase. Thus a fairly modest profile size of 6.75” is sufficient for a very wide range of

taken apart and rebuilt somewhere else, conserving your labor investment in its fabrication. And

spans. When the limits of this component scale are reached, the system can readily switch to the

in the worst case situation where your house suffered too much damage to be saved or became

use of trusses made out of the same components, switching to a type of structural member with

completely obsolete, all its surviving components could be readily salvaged and directly reused

an even higher strength‐to‐weight ratio, but also with a greater volume. Another limitation of the

in another structure. Indeed, many of the new wooden post and beam homes built today ‐for

traditional post and beam system which MHS resolves is the limited demount ability in cladding

sake of their rustic style‐ use lumber salvaged from buildings more than a hundred years old!

and partition walls. In the past it was generally very difficult to achieve a weatherproof barrier
from materials which were not monolithic in nature.

Advantages of Modular Aluminum Construction MHS
Thus, while the frame system of post and beam buildings were readily modular and demountable,
the materials filling in the space between the frame members for walls often had to employ
acompromise. Walls might be based on more ‘plastic’ materials like clay, cob (a mixture of clay‐
rich earth like adobe), wattle & daub (mixture of cob‐like materials applied to a light grid of thin
crossed wood strips coated in plaster) or they might use siding attached with nails ‐even though
that did damage the major frame pieces. These materials were not truly demountable but they
could be very easily removed and were potentially recyclable. More demountable walls appeared
in the traditional construction of Japan. They also relied heavily on their own kind of waddle & daub
(though made with bamboo lathe) but complimented this with decorated paper and veneer wood
panels, heavy wood planks, and paper shade screens which fit into shallow grooves carved into
the post and beam frame. This was generally poorly suited for exterior walls; however, because
they were so light and loosely attached them were more commonly employed for interiors. The
Japanese also developed modular panel flooring in the form of thalami mats ‐an innovation
that never found its equivalent in the west until the invention of raised floor panel systems for
computer rooms!
MHS solves the wall fabrication issue using SIPs and other panel materials which slide into the
paired grooves of the frame profiles. This affords the ready demount ability of the Japanese light
partition panels while allowing the use of more resilient materials like sheet metal or ceramic
with weatherproof casketing along the exterior faces. The result is a hollow wall system like that
of stud frame construction, able to accommodate insulation, utilities runs, and built‐in fixtures
but with none of the disadvantages of stud frame construction. This also allows for the use
of prefinished materials or materials that need no finishing, since the walls are mechanically
fastened.

Advantages of Modular Aluminum Construction MHS
One can use virtually anything one might want for a wall surface; conventional plaster coated
sheetrock, solid wood planking, veneer board, metals, cloth, plastic, panelized masonry materials
(gypsum plank, Ferro‐cement panel, corrugated clay panel), or just about anything else one could
imagine. The MHS frame will even serve adequately as a window frame allowing for the direct
integration of window panels. And if this isn’t powerful enough, this method of panel integration
offers the option to physically integrate whole pieces of furniture or appliances fashioned into
this panel shape. Photovoltaic and thermal solar panels, flat panel TVs and home entertainment
systems, computer systems, plumbing fixtures, lighting fixtures, HVAC systems, shelves and
cabinets, ‘Murphy’ beds and folding tables, art objects, and more can all be designed to integrate
directly into this frame system just like the many industrial components which integrate with T‐
slot framing systems. To facilitate this kind of integration, the MHS profiles will also integrate with
a smaller scale version of the same kind of profile originally developed by US Systems for store
display framing.
This system can be used to fashion many kinds of furniture and appliance enclosures and will
plug right into the larger MHS frame structures. This capability to integrate so many kinds of
materials and equipment creates the potential for a vast third‐party marketplace of products to
plug‐into MHS housing ‐much like the innumerable peripherals and software which are made for
personal computers. At present one feature of MHS limits the flexibility inherent in the rest of its
building system, and it’s something which also troubled builders in pre‐industrial times. The one
thing it cannot, at this time, realize with the same modularity and demount ability as the rest of its
system is its roofing. This is because we have yet to realize a fully weatherproof roofing system
which can be freely changed in area using modular demountable units.

Advantages of Modular Aluminum Construction MHS
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There are two sides to this problem which tend to work against

This kind of roofing consists of long panels of sheet metal ‐or sandwiches of sheet metal and

each other. On the one side is roof cladding ‐the material

foam insulation‐ which are joined along their sides by raised seams. Water sheds off the panels

which makes the roof waterproof. Modular roofing materials

only in parallel to their seams, since they create a channel. It’s as if you made a roof tile that

exist in the form of shingles and tiles. Though uncommon

was very long and overlapped on its sides. Such roofing is readily expandable in the direction

in shingles, tiles are readily demountable and reusable and

perpendicular to its seams. But it can’t expand in the direction parallel to its seams unless ‐just

so one could use them to fashion a modular roofing system

like the old fashioned roof tiles‐ there’s a slope in the roof that allows them to overlap. Of course,

that can be changed on demand to suit changing roof areas.

this is just as much a problem for stud frame structures as for post and beam structures. We just

But tiles and shingles only work with a sloped roof. They

don’t have, as yet, a roofing technology that lets us freely expand a roof in all directions while

rely on the force of gravity to insure that water sheds off

using modular parts. But a solution may come if people finally clue‐in to the virtue of plug‐in

them in one direction. On the other side we have roof shape.

architecture and start applying some modern engineering to it.

Sloped roofs are difficult to modularize because as you increase the area under a roof you must
simultaneously increase the length of the rafters and beams supporting the roof. The flat roof

MHS in terms of construction ease because of the high parts count coming from the similarity of

solves this problem. Its rafters remain the same length no matter how you increase the area.

structure and finishing methods to stick frame construction. It is no different from wood in this

You just add more of them. But roofing tiles won’t work for a flat roof! Most flat roof construction

respect. The use of prefabricated panel and truss components and pre‐drilled steel stud pieces

relies on some form of monolithic material; membranes of plastic or asphalt sometimes called

does greatly reduce this but at the cost of flexibility. MHS’s modular components offer high

‘composite’ roofing or layers of continuous concrete.

flexibility with component standardization that is difficult to match with systems using the same
kind of cladding materials as stick frame. They can only be modular on the macro component

The closest we can come to a solution is a set of compromises. One can make modular sloped

scale. None of the subtle problems associated with steel framing, such as oil coating out gassing

roof units and repeat them as the area of the structure increases. This way the individual roof

or thermally caused wall discoloration, exist with MHS and its aluminum components offer both

structures don’t have to be changed. One just adds on more of them for the newly added sections.

perpetual direct re‐use and recyclables at a much lower energy overhead than steel. Like steel

But there are practical limits to this. Roofs valleys ‐ the points where opposing descending roof

they are made with mostly recycled material but aluminum has tended to be more expensive

slopes meet in the center‐ tend to be leak prone and can get complicated if you try to mix roof

than steel. This, however, may be changing in the current volatile steel market. In conclusion, we

sections of different sizes. The other option is to use a flat roof and a kind of roof panel which is

can see that with MHS we have a building system vastly superior to the stud frame construction

modular in one direction and monolithic in other. Raised seam metal roofing is the prime example

common to contemporary housing.

of this.

Advantages of Modular Aluminum Construction MHS

MHS in comparison to Light Steel Framing

It restores and greatly improves upon the virtues of the traditional post and beam construction

Light gauge pressed steel framing was introduced in the 1970s as a direct alternative to wooden

system and so simplifies the process of construction so that it becomes quite practical for most

framing for general construction and quickly became ubiquitous for non‐load‐bearing partition

anyone to assemble their home on demand in a very short time. It has the potential to be a true

construction in commercial buildings but did not become common in house construction until

plug‐in architecture that anyone can use ‐ and not just for housing but for an infinite diversity of

the 1980s, though the method has seen very rapid growth since then. Made of recycled material

applications. With a modular structural system offering ready demount ability we not only have

that is readily recoverable and recyclable post demolition, it has been considered a lower

infinite flexibility but indefinite repair ability and the option of transportability. Not only can the

cost and more environmentally sound alternative to wood ‐though there is argument as to its

home be eternal, we can pack it ALL up and take it with us wherever we go! We don’t have to

‘green’ virtues in the face of the high energy overhead for steel processing. Its higher strength

go into great debt to buy more house than we need in anticipation of what we might need in the

compared to wooden stick framing has made it particularly popular in states prone to hurricane

future.

and earthquake while at the same time presenting no great difference in construction process or
architectural design.

We can change our house to meet our needs on demand. And with the freedom to take our whole
home with us when we move just like it was a piece of furniture we don’t need the crutch of bank

Steel has very long been used in construction and was popular for use in housing among Modernist

financing to make the value of our home fungible. And we don’t have to fear losing the value of

designers, though that use has tended to be based on the re‐purposing of heavy I‐beam and

our home investment if there are differences in market values one place to another. We can think

H‐beam based structural systems from commercial construction in order to producehomes that

about things like saving for a home by literally stockpiling its parts or letting our children take a

create the perception of lightness through a minimum of visually exposed structural members

portion of the family home away with them when they are old enough to leave and live on

Light gauge pressed steel framing differs in that it is designed to be a direct one‐to‐one member

their own.

replacement for nailed wood studs, accommodating the attachment of all conventional sheathing
materials applied in essentially the same way.

With a healthy industry based on this kind of building technology in place, we can also expect
the appearance of a large after‐market for used components. This would be a practical solution

Higher economy can be gained with the benefit of contracted engineers who can better exploit

to the problem of low‐income housing and possibly an answer to the problem of homelessness

the performance of the steel to allow for framing with fewer structural members. This, however, is

as well ‐ though, of course, having a place to build a home is just as important as having the stuff

normally only done where components are prefabricated. Research has suggested that there

to build it out of, MHS editorial group

is a lower thermal performance with steel framing that calls for greater amounts of insulation to
compensate but the differences tend to be small enough that in practice they may be moot.

MHS in comparison to Light Steel Framing
Indeed, in general there is so little difference between stick framing and light gauge steel framing
that they can, and often are, used interchangeably ‐even in the same structure! The only practical
differences are the use of screws rather than nails and the somewhat higher structural strength.
Everything else in the construction process is essentially the same as for wooden stick frame
construction. Light gauge steel framing consists of very thin sheet steel which is corrugated and
folded into U‐shaped channels of the same dimensions as wooden studs and which often feature
predrilled holes for interconnection and the mounting of electrical and plumbing components. As
with the pressed steel bodies of automobiles, rigidity comes from the corrugated and bent shape
of the channel.
The original sheet metal material itself has very little rigidity despite high tensile strength. The
primary means of parts interconnection is by selfembedding screws driven by power screwdrivers.
The use of these screws instead of nails, which provide a more positive connection between
parts, is largely responsible for the increased strength of this form of construction over wooden
stick frame construction. Prefabrication of wall panel and roof truss components is common
where some standardization of structural features is employed and spot welded connections are
sometimes employed for this, since it makes these easier to mass produce using flat table
fabrication rigs and possibly automated welders. A few entrepreneurs have combined this
framing with concrete for prefabricated concrete panel systems. While the use of screw
connections affords a higher strength for light gauge steel framing than the nailed connections
of wood framing, it shares with nails the same tendency to damage the building materials in the
process of construction. This is because the conical form of the self embedding screw deforms
the thin steel as it is driven in. Though generally components have a higher degree of reusability
thantheir wooden counterparts, there is still a limit on the number of times screw holes can be
reused before they become unusable and in general this framing is treated by builders and repair
contractors as being as disposable as wood framing.

MHS in comparison to Light Steel Framing
Only the recycle ability of steel saves it from being as wasteful as stick framing in renovation.
There are some subtle problems with light gauge steel. The great cost savings over wood often
attributed to steel frame homes is typically difficult to realize in custom built housing because of
lack of contractor experience and the fact that most of the cost of homes using conventional
interior finishing methods tends to be spent on that finishing. Indeed, in the US finishing costs
can be as high as 90% of gross house construction cost, making the cost of structure quite
insignificant. Recently the increasingly volatile nature of the steel market is making costs for this
material utterly unpredictable with prices being quoted on a day‐to‐day basis.
The quality of steel employed for this kind of framing tends to be relatively low and, though not an
issue in terms of structural performance, it leads to some subtle hazards. Many manufacturers
ship this framing with a protective coating of oil to resist cosmetic rust formation which results in a
perpetual source of latently toxic out gassing being built into the structure. While this is no worse
than the toxic contamination of typical building lumber due to common chemical treatments,
it ruins what could be one of this material’s great virtues. Removing this oil coating requires
washing by hand with detergents ‐a process which can effectively double the labor overhead.
But since this is an issue most building contractors are utterly ignorant of this it’s normally only
done for those chemically sensitive homeowners caught by the unexpected discovery of this oil
coating. Another subtle problem is discoloration of interior wall sheathing that sometimes occurs
along upper edges of rooms, in part due to the different thermal dynamics of these structures.

MHS Challenges Natural Disasters
With extreme weather increasingly frequent due to the effects of Global Warming, news of
various disasters supplied steadily from around the globe, and home insurance companies
increasingly reluctant to meet claims or provide insurance in the first place, there has been
growing concern about the ability of homes to withstand nature’s fury. The Modular Housing
System from USS offers a number of advantages with hazard anddisaster resistance compared
to conventional building methods. We will look at how MHS compares against conventional stick
frame construction and prefabricated mobile housing in the face of different hazards.
One of the common mistakes made by designers when addressing the issue of disasters and
hazards is to focus exclusively on withstanding the effects of nature without damage. But in any
arms race between man and nature, nature usually wins. So it’s just as important to think about
how a structure recovers from damage, how a building is repaired and its materials salvaged in
order to ameliorate the inconvenience and financial losses from a disaster. As we will see, this is
one area where MHS excels compared to all other structural systems.

Earthquakes
Perhaps

the

most

destructive

of

nature’s

hazards,

earthquakes have wreaked havoc on human habitation since
the dawn of civilization and, while no form of construction can
be considered truly immune to damage from this powerful
force, in the most earthquake prone regions many different
methods of coping with it have evolved. In general there are
three ways structures can be made to withstand the forces of
earthquakes; resistance, resilience, and dynamic response.
Resistance basically means making a structure so physically
strong and massive that it resists the damage the shock forces of an earthquake produce. This
approach has tended to be difficult to employ because it often calls for large volumes of material.
When the limit of resistance is reached, it may mean total and sudden structural failure, in which
case the massive amount of collapsing material itself becomes the chief hazard. Underground
homes have been the most successful with the strategy of resistance because their subsurface
location allows the structure to communicate the shock waves of an earthquake like the earth
around it rather than simply withstanding them by brute strength. This makes them some of the
most earthquake resistant structures of all.
Resilience means the ability of a structure to suffer physical deformation in response to shock
forces and return to its previous state with little or no damage. Historically, this has been the most
successful approach for building in earthquake prone areas. Japan is infamous for its frequent
earthquake activity and its traditional approach to dealing with this hazard for housing was to rely
on relatively light post & beam wooden construction which could be shaken violently but return
to its previous state with little damage. If structures did fail, light composition meant there was

Earthquakes
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less potential injury from falling material and often the structures would not fail completely,

This is why pieces of wood will sometimes split when you drive a nail into them. A nail pushes

leaving opportunity for refuge and escape. Post & beam construction also offered the advantage

between the fibers of the wood, breaking their weak adjacent bonds, and if it’s a particularly hard

of relatively quick repair after an earthquake, the nail‐less joinery leaving surviving materials

or thin piece of wood ‐or the nail is very thick it has a potential to split the wood, generating a

and components intact for reuse. This approach is also the approach common to steel framed

crack that spreads in parallel to the grain. This is why homes tend to be made with softer woods

skyscrapers and is responsible for the adage that skyscrapers are far safer than other structures

like pine, the softer wood easily crushed under the point‐compression of a nail and so offering

during an earthquake. Dynamic Response is the high tech strategy for dealing with earthquakes.

less resistance to the penetration of nails and cracking less frequently. The friction between the

It is based on designing systems of components which allow a structure to respond dynamically

nail and the wood along the surface area of the nail is what holds nailed connections together.

to the forces of an earthquake. This may take the form of springs of cushions in a system of

The strength of this connection is generally determined by the length of the nail and thickness

foundation piers. Or it might take the form of special limited motion sliding plates that allow the

of wood, which increases the surface area of the nail in contact by the wood. This is generally a

earth to slip under the structure as shock waves pass through it rather than transmit them to the

fairly strong connection but it’s a connection that relies on the weakest aspect of the wood; the

structure.

bond between its fibers. Once broken, the bond is never restored and the wood is permanently
damaged. This is why one can’t reuse a nail hole. And this is also why it takes many nails spaced

Another approach is to mount systems of mass dampers or shock absorbers in different locations

out over a large area to effect a very secure joint.

in the structure so that it dissipates the energy of shock waves passing through it. The cost,
sophistication, and perpetual maintenance overhead of these systems tends to limit their use

Under the forces of an earthquake a building’s structure is deformed mostly by strong horizontal

to the largest and most critical of buildings. Conventional stick frame homes and prefab mobile

movements which create great shearing forces on its joints. The framing ‘wracks’, pulling back

homes rely on the strategy of resilience for tolerating earthquakes and their predominantly

and forth, square frames pulled into rhombus shapes with alternating joints pulled out and in. For

lumber composition works fairly well in this respect. Natural lumber is a very resilient material.

nailed joints the effect is akin to having someone rapidly flexing the joined pieces of wood with

Their limitation is the use of nailed joints. Wood is exceptionally strong except in one respect;

great force or wedging a crow‐bar between them. This loosens the nails by pulling them back

under tension force in the direction perpendicular to its grain. Wood is essentially a fiber material.

and forth, widening the split between the fibers that was first made when the nail was driven into

It’s like a very stiff rope made up of individual strands of fiber. Pull the rope in a direction parallel

the wood and weakening the connection. Such structures usually fail in an earthquake at the nail

to the direction of the fibers and it is very strong. But pull a rope sideways, perpendicular to the

points, the wood finally splitting and cracking apart as nails are twisted or the nails being pulled

direction of the fibers, and the individual fibers readily come apart and the rope unravels.

out. After an earthquake home owners are often frustrated when authorities will not allow them
back into their homes to recover their goods even when the buildings, from the outside, don’t
look too damaged.

Earthquakes
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But the emergency workers know that all the nailed joints in the structure may be greatly

Thus one of the stronger properties of the wood ‐it’s compression strength perpendicular to its

weakened, with perhaps many cracks being hidden behind the cladding of the home, ready to fail

grainhold structures together and is doing the work of resisting shearing forces in response to

at the least vibration or live load. Mobile homes are a little better in the face of this sort of damage

the shaking of an earthquake. Joinery in the traditional Japanese home was often deliberately

in part because they are normally no more than a single story high. This reduces the top mass

left a little ‘loose’, allowing the structure to be more flexible in response to earthquake shaking.

of the structure greatly and hence the amount of shearing force applied as the structure shakes.

This allows the full resilience of wood to come into play, structures flexing greatly but in the end

They are also engineered to tolerate the conditions of road transport so they tend to be made to

withstanding the abuse. No surprise that this form of construction was employed through most

resist wracking better. But it’s largely because of one of their great weaknesses; their primitive

of Japan’s history.

foundations. Most mobile homes have no more foundation than a set of little metal pyramid piers
which stand on plastic or cement pads on the ground. When an earthquake hits these are quickly

Let’s now consider the way MHS behaves in an earthquake. Like nailless post & beam structures

broken away, the structure then being free to slide around on the ground as the earth shakes

made of wood, MHS relies on a positive interface between its components. All its components

under it.

are bolted or clamped together. Thus it should exhibit the same resilient characteristics of the

Unfortunately, in the process the underside and lower edges of the structure‐not to mention any

wooden structure and nail‐less joinery with the benefit of the increased tensile strength of metals

trailer wheels‐ can be quite torn up and then the single greatest flaw of mobile homes their very

Like the old style Japanese house, the MHS house will flex greatly but in the end it will return to its

poor repair ability comes into play to doom a structure nature itself didn’t completely destroy. The

original shape. However, MHS’s aluminum profiles and clamped joint connectors are morerigid

standard techniques forreinforcing stick frame structures against earthquake damage involves

than wood and would not bend to as great a degree as wood will without suffering permanent

control of wracking and hence the deformation caused by shearing forces. This is usually done

deformation. But at the same time it is going to resist ‐due to its tensile strength‐ that high degree

by bracing the corners of frames with various forms of ‘gussets’ or adding diagonal tension

of bending better than wood can and so may subject its joints to less shearing force. In essence,

members across frames to tie opposing corners. These components are typically made of steel

MHS should behave more like the steel frames of skyscrapers which, as is well known, is one

and are often bolted in place rather than being nailed in place. Diagonal bracing was common

of the safest forms of structure in an earthquake. Where MHS may actually do more poorly than

with the balloon framing of the late 19th century but disappeared as lumber shortages compelled

wood is in conditions of constant vibration or extremely frequent tremors. Aluminum is subject to

builders to rely on shorter length timber. Old Japan homes commonly employed post & beam

a greater potential for metal fatigue because its molecular structure tends to retain deformation.

construction with nail‐less joinery. This had many advantages in that earthquake prone region.

This metal fatigue will eventually lead to cracking of the components which cracks occurring at

Nail‐less joinery typically relies on a ‘positive’ or ‘compression’ interface between wooden

connection points. But these are conditions more typical of a vehicle suffering the vibration from

components.

decades of constant use. That is unlikely for any stationary structure.

Fire

Flood
One of the most common hazards faced by homes is fire,

While occasional extreme flood events can destroy homes

both from internal and external sources. American home

outright, the most common danger posed by flooding is

seems particularly prone to fires, suffering a somewhat

the damage to structure and finish materials as a result of

higher rate of fires compared to homes in other countries

immersion in water. Most floods do not completely destroy

‐ though the precise reason for this is not quite clear. The

the structures of homes. Instead, they immerse a portion of

chief strategy for resisting fires

the home and do damage through the subsidence caused

is to avoid the use of

combustible materials. But it seems that virtually all common

by the washing away of soil

building materials are based on combustible materials, often

around foundations. But the effect of water on the materials

relying on chemical treatments of dubious performance and

commonly used in wooden stick frame homes is devastating

latent toxicity to impart higher than normal fire resistance.

to livability even if they retain most structural function. Stains

Conventional stick frame construction is not itself especially prone to fires.

and odors become permanently embedded into them, they become warped or delaminated,
and fungus contamination permeates all cellulose materials. The result is that, post flood, the

Contrary to popular belief, wood ‐at least in its unadulterated formoffers fairly good resistance to

typical home must undergo extensive and expensive renovation and sometimes homes that

fire even if it is itself combustible. As anyone with a home fireplace knows, a large solid wood log

areotherwise structurally sound become so costly to renovate that they are simply abandoned

is sometimes rather difficult to start burning and will burn for a long time. But the same cannot be

or demolished whole.

said of the many other materials commonly employed in stick frame construction. Increasingly,
the composition of the contemporary home is evolving toward composites of fine wood fiber,

MHS offers many advantages in the event of flood damage. The aluminum composition of the

paper, and plastics. In essence, the home is evolving toward a paper mache composition. So

structure is completely immune to the effects of immersion, though subsidence of foundations is

perhaps this explains the increase in fire susceptibility of American homes, which use such

still a serious threat. Wall panels may be as susceptible to immersion damage as conventional

composite materials far more extensively than homes elsewhere.

stick frame walls but they are far easier to replace than stick frame walls by virtue of their modular
construction. Also, just as they create a fire stop for the spread of fire in wall panels, the

One of the best ways to improve the fire resistance of stick frame homes is to use mineral and

aluminumframe components also present a kind of fire stop to the spread of fungus contamination,

glass foam insulation rather than conventional forms. Mineral foam insulation is essentially the

since the spread of fungus in wall panel’s materials occurs where there is communication by

same material used in lining blast furnaces and performs exceptionally well at containment of

layers of cellulose material. But there is perhaps one virtue of MHS which surpasses all others.

fires. It also offers the bonus of being non‐toxic ‐which few other insulation products can honestly
claim.

Flood

Hurricanes

MHS allows one to readily and rapidly move a whole home out of harm’s way. If one is faced

Perhaps the most powerful of all meteorological forces on the

with an impending flood event that offers some time before a home is immersed, one can literally

Earth, hurricanes are a steadily increasing threat as larger

take it all apart, pack it up, and ship to high ground! This virtue also eliminates the reluctance

and larger populations move to coastal regions. Hurricanes

many people stuck in flood prone areas have toward relocation. While we have a highly mobile

mainly present three basic sources of damage to the home;

society, this mobility is contingent on the fungibility of the home, not its direct mobility. A home in

wind, waves, and flooding from storm surges. But one of

aflood prone zone loses its resale value and, therefore, the mobility of the home owners is lost.

the added problems with hurricanes is that as they destroy

With MHS there is no loss in equity in the home if it is forced to move because it is demountable.

homes the debris created by this destruction becomes

This is one of the most powerful of all virtues of modular building technology.

projectiles that increase the hazard to other homes. Thus
poor quality homes are not just a hazard to themselves; they
are hazards to whole communities. This fact has compelled
many coastal communities to impose very stringent building codes intended to insure a minimum
standard of hurricane resistance for all structures.
Stick frame homes are prone to wind damage from hurricanes for the same reasons they are
prone to earthquake damage; nails have a hard time holding things together if they shake or
vibrate. Roofing is particularly prone to this problem in response to wind and is one of the greatest
sources of debris, commonly being the first part of a house to give‐way. The common method of
reinforcing homes against hurricane winds is similar to that employed in increasing earthquake
resistance ‐since the root cause of weakness is the same. Key portions of the structure like the
roof are reinforced by adding strapping and gusset plates which are mounted‐sometimes‐ with
bolted connections. In addition, roofing panels may use bolted or screwed attachment rather than
nails or may have additional steel strapping, adhesives or adhesive membranes may be added to
reduce the tendency of roof shingles to fly off, special kinds of shingles made in continuous strips
or with proprietary locking systems may be used, or‐perhaps best of all‐ metal panel roofing with
bolted connections may replace conventional roofing altogether.

Hurricanes

Hurricanes

Here MHS offers the same advantages it offers in respect to earthquake resistance. With positive

Immersion also tends to deteriorate the wood in this structure, making it progressively weaker

interface between all components, it simply isn’t as likely to come apart under the vibrations

over time. Considering the environment such sub‐structure is subjected to, nailed construction

induced by wind as nailed construction. Similarly, with its wall panels held in place continuously

has long ago been abandoned even for structures which are otherwise of conventional stick

along their perimeter they are far less likely to come off and become projectiles, though any

frame construction. Here MHS is on a roughly equal footing to the conventional structure except

nailed siding applied to wall panels is just as likely to come off as on a stick frame structure.

that its aluminum composition is immune to the effects of water and thus will not deteriorate

A secondary form of wind damage is impact damage resulting from flying debris. With such

over time. However, the elevated substructures used for coastal homes are often based on very

extremely high wind speeds, debris impacts the structure of homes with extreme force causing

large scale timber components. MHS may not be able to approximate this without some kind

great damage. Penetrations of the walls or roof often lead to subsequent failure of the structure,

of compound strut structure or by employing a hybrid of other larger scale aluminum I beam

thus expanding the field of debris. Stick frame construction has long tended to perform poorly in

structure. Storm surge damage is essentially the same issue as with flooding and MHS relates

resistance to such debris impact and much research has gone into trying to find means of

to stick frame construction in the same way as noted above.

reinforcing the wall and roof cladding materials.
The use of Structural Insulated Panels for walls has fared well in this respect. SIPs are more
monolithic in composition than stud framed wall structure and impacts produce less secondary
debris, passing through the SIP like bullets but not causing the SIP panel to come apart whole.
Since it also relies on the use of these, MHS offers the same advantages but improves on this
by virtue of the fact that its SIPs have a much more secure and continuous perimeter interface
to its overall structure. So while the SIPs of a conventional SIP based or hybrid SIP and stick
frame home have the potential to be shaken apart along their nailed connections, a SIP used for
walls in an MHS structure could sustain massive amounts of damage before finally coming free.
And when it does, the aluminum post and beam structure itself will remain largely unscathed,
whereas the stick frame or SIP based home could be prone to structural failure. Wave damage
is primarily a problem for the few homes that are in direct proximity to the shore. There damage
is caused primarily by the subsidence of foundations caused by waves washing sand and earth
away or direct damage to home sub‐structure by wave impact.

Moisture

Volcanic Eruptions
The installation of Structurally Insulated Panels as a wall,

Let us consider some of the less common types of hazard

roof, and floor is often subject to swelling by moisture. The

and disaster that homes are subject too. The most powerful

result is often an uneven wall, roof, or floor. MHS Technology

of these is the volcano. Like tornadoes, volcanoes present

insets the SIP in the aluminum extrusion and then connects

very few options for survival of a structure. One has only two

with other extrusions to create a space frame structure. This

practical options; stay away altogether or learn how to quickly

releases the previous function of the SIP as a structural

get out of their way. This latter option concerns primarily lava

element into just a surface occupier.

flows as are a frequent problem in places like Hawaii.

In MHS aluminum frame the patented design of the extrusion

The other effects of volcanoes tend to be too sudden and

allows the inset of panels. Environmental concerns and

powerful for one to do anything about them. Here the stick

limitations can be adapted to the surface of a structure (SIP, brick, adobe, glass, others in

frame home is doomed simply because of its utter lack of mobility. Quick demount ability is

architectural manual) without placing a heavy responsibility on the space frame module of MHS.

MHS’s greatest virtue and affords homes built with it the freedom to easily escape relatively slow

In the event, that moisture penetrates the tiniest openings of the border outlining the extrusions

moving but unstoppable lava flows by being readily moved whole out of their way and quickly

and SIP then that wetness is absorbed by the inset OSB. This tightens the space within the

reassembled later. Strangely, this is a virtue common to many kinds of traditional Polynesian

extrusion outline and border of the space frame. The proportion achieved by arranging the

architecture yet in Hawaii homes with this capability is virtually nonexistent.

extrusions in a modular placement warts the capability for the connection to dismember internally
from the pressure of its inset surface material. A rigid MHS frame after exposure to moisture
along its extrusion outline becomes pure and ripe in rigidity as the structure systematically bonds.

Termites

Mold Infestation
By virtue of its metal composition, MHS is naturally immune
to damage from termites, carpenter ants, and other wood
damaging pests. MHS also offers other benefits with regard
to pest resistance. The hollow wall cavity structure of
conventional wood frame structures is often prone to pest
infestation because the hollow spaces hidden behind wall
board, plywood, and other cladding present a virtual highway
by which animals can move freely through the unseen
structure of a home.

Many forms of insulation also provide pests with nesting material. The conventional approach to
resisting pest infestation has been to apply chemicals such as pesticides and formaldehyde to
insulation and lumber products in order to either kill pests when they enter a structure or make
the structure uninhabitable to them. However, this also tends to make these products latently
toxic with potential health threats to human inhabitants. By using SIP wall panels, MHS resists

In recent years, mold infestation has emerged as one of the
most insidious threats to the home ‐ and one the building
and insurance industries have had a very great difficulty
addressing. Mold infestation is a very serious health hazard
and homes which succumb to it become totally uninhabitable
even though structurally in perfect condition.
Mold infestation is the direct result of the common choice
of materials and building practices applied to wood frame
housing. It is a product of an obsession with cheap polymer
based composite materials and high thermal efficiency. Mold infestation occurs when laminate
materials such as wallboard, plywood, chip‐board, and oriented strand board (OSB) become
host to molds in the interstitial spaces between laminate layers. Molds feed on the glues and
cellulose which bind many composite materials together, this becoming a particularly favorable
environment for them when combined with trapped humidity as a result of using plastic ‘house

pest infestation by employing a more monolithic structure.

wrap’ products, sprayed foam insulation, and polymer paints. Once one wall in a home is ‘infected’

SIPs are not entirely pest‐proof ‐ unless they are of the metal clad type ‐ but the continuous foam

they come in contact with each other, quickly taking over an entire home! There is NO effective

fill eliminates the spaces that pests can exploit while the surrounding frame structure presents
an impassible barrier between sections of structure.

by mold it will freely spread from one piece of plywood, OSB, or wall board to another wherever
means of abatement for this. Once a wood frame structure is sufficiently infested with mold, the
only solution is complete demolition and incineration of the house! No surprise, builders and
insurance companies have become very reluctant to address this problem because of the huge
costs this represents ‐ not only in terms of home losses, but also in terms of medical expenses
for residents over an extended period of time.

Mold Infestation

Reducing Damage from: War Violence Accidents and Vandalism

Conventional wood frame construction offers no defense against mold infestation other than

One of the more minor, but increasingly common forms of

ability’ common to earlier forms of construction are rarely prone tomold growth, but virtually

of amok by the young, war, civil unrest, accidents, and acts

seeking to carefully manage humidity levels during construction. Homes that retain the ‘breathe

hazard to the home is vandalism as a result of random acts
of politically, racially, and religiously motivated violence.

no builders in the US have such skills anymore. Therefore, this problem is anticipated to get

Damage from such attacks upon a home is generally minor

progressively worse during the coming years. When using OSB‐based SIPs and conventional

unless vandals can break into a home or start a fire. Resisting

wallboard products, MHS is still prone to this hazard. However, it has two very important forms

this is largely a question of ease of repair, which is one facet

of defense that wood frame construction lacks: 1. MHS aluminum frame members function like a

in which MHS is clearly superior. Design of the home is as

fire‐stop to the spread of mold between walls, and 2. the ease of replacing infested wall sections

important in resisting this kind of damage as composition

without great difficulty or expense. Even in the event of massive contamination, the aluminum
structure of the MHS home is itself unable to harbor mold and so is always recoverable.

and structure are, but in general, the nature of wood frame
construction leaves homes fairly easy to damage and expensive to repair.
Homes using SIP construction may fare better for the same reasons SIPs fare better in resisting
damage from windblown debris (see the section on Hurricanes/Typhoons). By extension, the
MHS home using SIP walls is likewise superior. Interestingly, MHS does offer one defensive
capability other forms of structure lack. It would be relatively easy to integrate bullet proof
composite fabrics as used in ballistic vests into the structure of walls. Conventionally, bullet
resistance for homes is achieved by the use of massive materials such as earthen, brick, or
slip formed concrete masonry. This comes at a very great cost in labor and material mass. In
contrast, integrating bullet resistant composite fabrics affords much the same protection without
the mass, although thus far such a solution has not been developed and its cost‐effectiveness
remains unknown.
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